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Portfolio summary
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The Triangle Trust 1949 Fund

ARC Steady 
Growth Index

1.1%

7.5%

Liquidity portfolio holds £209,678 as at 18.03.2024
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Ageing

Climate 
Change

Value based care 
› Amgen

› Takeda

› Merck

› Eli Lilly

Genomic revolution
› Medtronic PLC

› Siemens Healthineers

› AIA

› Partners Group

Funding the 100 year life › Sonic Healthcare

Pandemic fragility

› Hydro One

Low carbon power

› Daikin

Infrastructure & 
Buildings

› Air Liquide

› Rio Tinto

High carbon transition

Evolving 
Consumption

› Costco

› EssilorLuxottica

› Home Depot

Aspirational Customer

› Colgate-Palmolive

› DS Smith

› Reckitt Benckiser

Emerging Consumer

› Walt Disney

› Compass

Experience Economy

Digitalisation

Automation

Digital Media
› Apple

› Meta

Processing
› ASML

› Broadcom

› Nvidia

› TSMC

› Texas 
Instruments

› Microsoft

› Fortinet

Cloud

› Alphabet

› Amazon

› Mastercard

› UPS

Digital Commerce

› OTIS
Nascent Adopters

› Keyence

› Siemens

Factory, Robotics & AI

› SGS

› Thermo Fisher Scientific

Test & Verify
› Deere & Co

Food Chain Technology

Digitalisation
› Cisco Systems

› Accenture

› RELX

Analytics

› American Tower 
Corp

Connectivity

› Prologis
Supply Chain

Thematic opportunities are wider than just US technology

Source: Sarasin Endowments Fund, 18.03.2024

Environmental 
Resources

› Tetra Tech

Excludes Sustained Income: CME Group, Equinor, ING, JP Morgan, Life Science REIT



Distribution (£) since inception

Source: Sarasin & Partners, February 2024

Income distribution and sustainable spending levels
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Since inception you have 
distributed  £11.4m (c.3.6% 

p.a.)



Time frame:
Target return:

Long term (5yrs+)
UK CPI +4%

Projected total 
return p.a. %

(%)

3.8 Gilts 7.5

5.2 Corporate Bonds 7.5

7.7 Equities 70.0

6.6 UK Commercial Property 5.0

7.0 Alternatives 10.0

3.3 Cash -

Total 100

Projected returns

Projected income yield 2.6

Trend total annual return 7.1

Trend annual ‘real’ return 4.5

Key risk metrics
(Based on historic 
index performance)

Maximum annual drawdown %* -24.2

1 Year 5% Value at Risk (VaR)* -9.2

Annualised Volatility %* 9.9

Risk and return characteristics

Future return projections
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Please note that there are no guarantees that the projected returns will be achieved.
Source: Sarasin & Partners LLP. * Data since 31.12.05. As at 30.09.23. 95% 1 Year VaR of 9.2% means that there is a 5% probability that the portfolio will fall in value by 9.2% or more over 
any one year period. Therefore, a 9.2% loss is expected on this portfolio on one year in twenty. This model assumes inflation will average 2.7% over the next 5-7 years.



Disinflationary momentum brings inflation close to target in 2024 – rate hiking cycle over

Bonds
Neutral
• Underweight Govt: better returns from equities and credit
• Overweight Inv. Grade Credit: Yields attractive – Corporate balance sheets healthy – European spreads attractive

Equities
Overweight
• Global: Earnings slowing but still attractive, supply chain pressures easing but some valuation concern

Alternatives

Neutral
• Neutral Correlated: Higher interest rates mostly priced in – discounts attractive 
• Underweight Uncorrelated: Hedge funds and absolute return unlikely to outperform cash/bonds
• Overweight positions in Gold as hedge against a failure in the financial system. 

Cash 
(tactical)

Double Underweight 
• Sterling supported with lower UK political risk and more hawkish BoE

Risks

1. Liquidity risks elevated as central bank balance sheets shrink & real rates turn positive
2. Long-term risk from failing to secure climate targets
3. Political risk from military conflict has climbed as Pax Americana ends: Ukraine, Israel-Hamas, Taiwan, N.Korea, Balkans, 

Africa (coups), Armenia-Azerbaijan.  Red Sea shipping attacks impacting global freight rates

Global strategy update – March 2024

Source: Sarasin & Partners, March 2024

Policy summary
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Important information

If you are a private investor, you should not act or rely on this document but should contact your professional advisor.

These Funds are designed for charities within the meaning of Section 1 of the Charities Act 2011 or as defined in paragraph 1(1) Schedule 6, Finance Act 2010 which are organised, incorporated or 
resident in the United Kingdom. This document has been approved by Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a limited liability partnership registered in 
England & Wales with registered number OC329859 which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with firm reference number 475111. The investments of the funds are subject to
normal market fluctuations. The value of the investments of the funds and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. If investing in 
foreign currencies, the return in the investor’s reference currency may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Past performance is not a guide to future returns and may not be 
repeated.  

There is no minimum investment period, though we would recommend that you view your investment as a medium to long term one (i.e. 5 to 10 years). Frequent political and social unrest in Emerging 
Markets, and the high inflation and interest rates this tends to encourage, may lead to sharp swings in foreign currency markets and stock markets.  There is also an inherent risk in the smaller size of 
many Emerging Markets, especially since this means restricted liquidity. Further risks to bear in mind are restrictions on foreigners making currency transactions or investments. For efficient portfolio 
management the Funds may invest in derivatives. The value of these investments may fluctuate significantly, but the overall intention of the use of derivative techniques is to reduce volatility of returns. 
The Funds may also invest in derivatives for investment purposes. All details in this document are provided for information purposes only and should not be misinterpreted as investment or taxation 
advice. This document is not an offer or recommendation to buy or sell shares in the funds. You should not act or rely on this document but should seek independent advice and verification in relation to 
its contents. Sarasin & Partners LLP and/or any other member of the J. Safra Sarasin Group accepts no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any consequential loss of any kind arising out of the use of 
this document or any part of its contents. The views expressed in this document are those of Sarasin & Partners LLP and these are subject to change without notice.

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the MSCI data makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data (or the 
results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with 
respect of any such data.  Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating the data have any 
liability for any direct. indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  No further distribution or dissemination of 
the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s express written consent. The index data referenced is the property of third party providers and has been licensed for use by us. Our Third Party Suppliers accept 
no liability in connection with its use. See our website for a full copy of the index disclaimers. The link is https://www.sarasinandpartners.com/docs/default-source/regulatory-and-policies/index-
disclaimers.pdf

ARC Charity Indices performance is calculated on the basis of net asset values. ARC Charity Indices are computed using a complex calculation and the results are provided for information purposes only and 
are not necessarily an indicator of suitability for your specific investment or other requirements. ARC does not guarantee the performance of any investment or portfolio or the return of an investor’s 
capital or any specific rate of return. ARC accepts no liability for any investment decision made on the basis of the information contained in this report. You should always complete your own analysis 
and/or seek appropriate professional advice before entering into an agreement with any ARC Contributor. The content is the property of ARC or its licensors and is protected by copyright and other 
intellectual property laws. Use of the information herein is governed by strict Conditions of Use as detailed on www.suggestus.com

This document does not explain all the risks involved in investing in the funds and therefore you should ensure that you read the prospectus and the KII which will contain further information including the 
applicable risk warnings. The prospectus, the KII as well as the annual and semi-annual reports are available free of charge from www.sarasinandpartners.com or from Sarasin & Partners LLP,  Juxon House, 
100 St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, Telephone +44 (0)20 7038 7000, Telefax +44 (0)20 7038 6850. For your protection, telephone calls may be recorded.

Where the data in this document comes partially from third party sources the accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information contained in this publication is not guaranteed, and third party data 
is provided without any warranties of any kind. Sarasin & Partners LLP shall have no liability in connection with third party data.

This publication is intended for UK registered charity investors in the United Kingdom.

© 2024 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights reserved. This document can only be distributed or reproduced with permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP. Please contact marketing@sarasin.co.uk
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